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“Examining the UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Process”

Questions Prepared for Consideration by Committee
I.

EPA’s 2009 Endangerment Findings Embraced and Adopted Third & Fourth IPCC
Assessments as if U.S Government Science

1.

Did not the EPA Administrator’s GHG endangerment and cause or contribute findings assert
that, “the scientific assessments of the IPCC, the USGCRP, and the NRC were “the best
reference materials for determining the general state of knowledge on the scientific and
technical issues before the agency in making an endangerment decision”? 1

2.

Did not the EPA Administrator’s endangerment findings explicitly state that, “[t]hese
assessments therefore essentially represent the U.S. government’s view of the state of
knowledge on greenhouse gases and climate change. For example, with regard to
government acceptance and approval of IPCC assessment reports, the USGCRP Web site
states that: ‘When governments accept the IPCC reports and approve their Summary for
Policymakers, they acknowledge the legitimacy of their scientific content.’[fn] It is the
Administrator’s view that such review and acceptance by the U.S. Government lends further
support for placing primary weight on these major assessments” (emphasis added)? 2

3.

Is it not true that, although OMB’s Peer Review Bulletin “does not [generally] directly cover
information supplied to the government by third parties (e.g., studies by private consultants,
companies and private, non-profit organizations, or research institutions such as
universities)? 3
a.

4.

Is it not true, however, that “if an agency plans to disseminate information supplied
by a third party (e.g., using this information as the basis for an agency's factual
determination that a particular behavior causes a disease), the requirements of the
Bulletin apply, if the dissemination is ‘influential’”? 4

Is it not true that Sec. 5.3 of the EPA Guidelines implementing the U.S. Information Quality
Act5 provide that, “[f]or purposes of these Guidelines, EPA disseminates information to the
public when EPA initiates or sponsors the distribution of information to the public”?6
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a.

b.

c.

Is it not true pursuant to said provision that, “EPA initiates a distribution of
information if EPA distributes information prepared or submitted by an outside party
in a manner that reasonably suggests that EPA endorses or agrees with it”?
Is it not true pursuant to said provision that, EPA initiates such a distribution of
information “if EPA indicates in its distribution that the information supports or
represents EPA’s viewpoint”?
Is it not true pursuant to said provision that, EPA initiates such a distribution “if EPA
in its distribution proposes to use or uses the information to formulate or support a
regulation, guidance, policy, or other Agency decision or position”? 7

5.

Alternatively, is it not true that Sec. 5.8 of the EPA IQA Guidelines provide that, “If a
particular distribution of information is not covered by these Guidelines, the Guidelines may
still apply to a subsequent dissemination of the information in which EPA adopts, endorses,
or uses the information to formulate or support a regulation, guidance, or other Agency
decision or position”? 8

6.

Is it not true that the three IPCC assessments designated as “core reference documents” and
disseminated within EPA’s Technical Summary Document accompanying the EPA GHG
Endangerment findings 9 qualify as “highly influential scientific assessments”10 within the
meaning of the Information Quality Act?

7.

Did not EPA’s Technical Summary Document state that, “[p]eer review and transparency are
central to…IPCC[‘s]…report development process [, that the IPCC] assessment reports
provide EPA with assurances that this material has been well vetted by both the climate
change research community and by the U.S. government [and that]…use of these
assessments complies with EPA’s information quality guidelines, as this document relies on
information that is objective, technically sound and vetted, and of high integrity”? 11

8.

Was not EPA legally required to ensure that all IPCC assessments the EPA Administrator
embraced, effectively adopted as U.S. government science, and primarily relied upon as the
basis for EPA’s Endangerment Findings had been developed pursuant to peer review science
processes that satisfied the strict standards of the U.S. Information Quality Act applicable to
highly influential scientific assessments (“HISAs”)?

II.

The Past Reliability of IPCC Third & Fourth Assessment Reports’ Peer Review Processes

1.

Did not the findings of a 2010 United Nations (“UN”) Secretary General and IPCC Chaircommissioned report prepared by the InterAcademy Council (“IAC”)12 reveal numerous
flaws in the peer review processes and procedures surrounding the development of the IPCC
AR4?

2.

To what extent did the peer review process flaws identified in the IAC Report in the critical
areas of peer review, reviewer independence/ conflict-of-interest, lead author selection,
assessment scoping, and assessment communication transparency, require correction? 13
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3.

Did not the IAC Report recommend that corrections be made to the IPCC’s peer review
processes to address the problems noted in Q.2? What specific corrections had been
recommended? 14 Were such corrections actually undertaken? When and how?15

4.

Is it not true that established IPCC processes for flagging, critically assessing and listing
unpublished or non-peer-reviewed sources had often been ignored, leading to AR4 leadauthor review errors?16

5.

Is it not true that the IAC Report revealed that 16%, 41%, and 64% of the approximately
14,000 IPCC references that Working Groups (“WG”) I, II and III, respectively, cited in AR3
consisted of non-peer-reviewed journal articles? Does this not suggest that half of the WG-II
contribution to the IPCC AR3 had consisted of gray literature, and that most of the WG-III
contribution to the IPCC AR3 had relied mostly on gray literature?17

6.

Is it not true that two of the three editors of WG-III’s AR4 report (Metz and Davidson) also
had been lead-authors in WG III’s AR3 Report? If yes, is not more likely than not that no
significant change in the use of non-peer-reviewed sources had taken place in the AR4
Report?18

7.

Is it not true that the IAC Report had found that the IPCC lacks institutional and scientific
independence because it is an intergovernmental subsidiary panel of the World
Meteorological Organization (“WMO”) and the United Nations Environment Program
(“UNEP”), is overseen by WMO and UNEP and must report to the UNEP, the WMO, the
Secretariat of the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change, and the UN General
Assembly?19

8.

Is it not true that the IAC Report expressed concerns about the “lack of a conflict-of- interest
and disclosure policy for IPCC leaders and Lead Authors”, because the IPCC “does not have
a conflict-of-interest or disclosure policy for its [own] senior leadership (i.e., IPCC Chair and
Vice Chairs), Working Group Co-chairs and authors, or the staff of the Technical Support
Units”? 20

9.

Is it not true that the IAC Report expressed concerns about the “lack of a conflict-of- interest
and disclosure policy for IPCC leaders and Lead Authors” because, although “IPCC
Secretariat…professional staff members…are employees of WMO and/or UNEP and are
subject to their disclosure and ethics policies…WMO and UNEP have not established
conflict-of- interest or disclosure policies for experts who serve on most WMO and UNEP
assessment teams”, strongly suggesting that IPCC senior leadership was not subject to any
conflict-of-interest rules at all? 21

10.

Is it not true that the IAC Report concluded that IPCC peer review processes suffered from
transparency failures, including a lack of formal author selection criteria which rendered the
AR4 susceptible to political influence, as well as, a lack of enforceable guidelines preventing
IPCC leaders and spokespersons from straying into policy advocacy in violation of the
organization’s mandate? 22
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11.

Is it not true that four (4) of the twelve (12) members of the IAC Board-appointed IPCC
Review Committee23 had been affiliated with universities that had likely hosted or
participated in DOC-NOAA-funded cooperative projects? 24

12.

Why shouldn’t these IPCC process and procedure failures raise serious doubts about the
quality of the IPCC assessments and the DOC-NOAA-generated USGCRP/CCSP
assessments that reference and incorporate them, upon which the EPA Administrator’s Final
endangerment and cause or contribute Findings primarily rely?

13.

Is it not true that, that a large number (at least forty-seven (47)) of DOC-NOAA scientists
had served either as “Lead Authors”, “Contributing Authors” or “Coordinating Lead
Authors” for the Working Group I portion of the AR4? 25

14.

Is it not true that, that a comparatively large number (at least thirty-seven (37)) of DOCNOAA scientists had ‘peer reviewed’ the final Working Group I portion of the IPCC AR4, 26
fifteen (15) of whom had apparently, in part, reviewed their own work (i.e., they served both
as contributors to and reviewers of the WG I report)? 27

15.

Is it not true that, DOC-NOAA had previously provided eighteen (18) of the thirty (30) U.S
Government climate scientists who been integrally involved in the ‘peer review’ of the
second draft of the Working Group I contribution to the IPCC’s Fourth Assessment Report
(“AR4”)? 28

16.

Is it true that, five (5) of the eight (8) listed editors of the WG I portion of the IPCC AR4
were DOC-NOAA scientists, two (2) of whom had already both contributed to and reviewed
said report? 29

17.

Is it true that, a large number of other scientists (approximately fifty-nine (59) and forty-nine
(49), respectively,) that had been affiliated with universities which had likely participated in
DOC-NOAA-funded RISA, COCA, IRAP and Cooperative Institute programs had also
contributed to and/or reviewed the WG I portion of the IPCC AR4? 30
a.

Is it true that thirteen (13) of these scientists had previously served both as
contributing authors and reviewers of this portion of the AR4 assessment? 31

III.

Reliability of the Peer Review Processes Employed Surrounding Development of IPCC
Fifth Assessment Report

1.

Is it true that approximately 100 U.S. government scientists representing six different federal
agencies (DOC-NOAA, DOE, NSF-NCAR, NASA, DOI-USGS and Navy) had participated
in the development of IPCC AR5?
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2.

Is it true that approximately 123 scientists affiliated with universities likely participating in
DOC-NOAA-funded climate science research and cooperative programs had participated in
the development of IPCC AR5?

3.

How many of the same U.S. government scientists and scientists affiliated with universities
likely participating in DOC-NOAA-funded climate science research and cooperative
programs had participated in the development of the IPCC AR5 and the Third U.S. national
climate assessment?

4.

How many of the same U.S. government scientists and scientists affiliated with universities
likely participating in DOC-NOAA-funded climate science research and cooperative
programs had participated in the development of the IPCC AR5 and the development and the
peer review of the Third U.S. national climate assessment?

5.

How has the U.S. Government formally embraced IPCC AR5 and adopted its findings as its
own, as reflected in the Third National Climate Assessment?

6.

What specific different peer review processes had been employed surrounding the
development of IPCC AR5 under its revised peer review processes and procedures to ensure
against peer reviewer conflicts-of-interest (apparent as well as actual, financial as well as
nonfinancial) and lack of independence/bias, the formation and maintenance of imbalanced
peer review panels, the non-transparency of panel charges, instructions, findings, etc.?

7.

What specific different peer review processes had been employed surrounding the
development of IPCC AR5 under its revised peer review processes and procedures to ensure
that the AR5 peer review plan and agenda are publicly available, that peer review reports,
peer reviewer comments, and interagency U.S. Global Change Research Program and
participating individual USGCRP federal agency (e.g., predominantly DOC-NOAA)
responses to peer review comments are made publicly available and accessible, consistent
with the strict requirements of the U.S. Information Quality Act applicable to highly
influential scientific assessments (“HISAs”)?

8.

What specific different procedures had been employed surrounding the development of IPCC
AR5 to ensure that stakeholder requests for correction or reconsideration of specific scientific
information contained in AR5 had been adequately addressed in a separate administrative
mechanism, consistent with the Information Quality Act?
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